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There are two parts in this document. Part 1 is related to the new Hanja K-Source
reference, and Part 2 is related to 5 K glyphs.
1. Information of K6-Source
IRGN2300EvidenceR.pdf shows the information of K6-Source is KS X 10265:2014 in Section 1, but Section 2 shows the standard number is KS X 10275:2014. As I know, KS X 1026 is a Korean national standard related to Hangul not
Hanja, which there are two parts, the first part is “Hangul processing guide for
information interchange” and the second part is “Hangul conformance test for
information interchange”.
Therefore, the correct information of K6-Source is KS X 1027-5:2014.
K6

KS X 1027-5:2014 (Extended collection 5 of Hanja characters)

For UAX #38, the kIRG_KSource syntax should be changed as below.
K[0-7C]-[0-9A-F]{4,5}
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2. K glyphs
In this part, I request for consideration to modify 5 K glyphs to follow the ROK
conventions. I believe the modified glyphs will be more useful for the vendors
and the end users.
2.1. U+22427:K6-1010
The current K6-1010 glyph for U+22427 doesn’t follow the ROK conventions and
hasn’t matched the evidence.

K0-4C57 glyph for U+656C in the code charts

The evidence for K6-1010
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2.2. U+7FD3:K6-104B
The current K6-104B glyph for U+7FD3 doesn’t follow the ROK conventions but
has matched the evidence.

K0-6962 glyph for U+U+7FBD and K2-542C glyph for U+7FC3 in the code charts

The evidence for K6-104B
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2.3. U+28ACF:K6-106C
The current K6-1010 glyph for U+22427 doesn’t follow the ROK conventions
possibly and hasn’t also matched the evidence.

K0-6163 glyph for U+7387 in the code charts

The evidence for K6-106C

However, the glyph of the component 率 in the K1 and K2 glyphs are different
from the K0 glyphs, but are similar to K6-106C. ROK should confirm the ROK
conventions.
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2.4. U+29736:K6-107A
The current K6-104B glyph for U+7FD3 doesn’t follow the ROK conventions.

K0-6A64 glyph for U+516A, K0-775E glyph for U+5078 and K0-6A6F glyph for
U+6108 in the code charts

Notice that the corresponding glyph in the evidence is different from the current
K6-107A glyph and hasn’t followed the ROK conventions as well.
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2.5. U+2A6B0:K6-1093
The current K6-104B glyph for U+7FD3 doesn’t follow the ROK conventions.

K0-4F4F glyph for U+9F9C and K1-7045 glyph for U+9F9D in the code charts

Notice that the corresponding glyph in the evidence hasn’t followed the ROK
conventions as well.
(End of Document)
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